CANADA: BANFF & JASPER

You’ve booked your holiday…
now add the fun stuff!
Discover Grizzly Bears in the Rockies
Banff — Mixing wildlife and sightseeing, this day tour delves into the
heart of the Canadian Rockies to offer an abundance of highlights
including the chance to see a fully-grown Grizzly bear.

PRICES FROM

Adult €163
Child €79

Sulphur Mountain Banff Gondola
Banff — Get ready for a scenery overdose on this action-packed tour
which begins by being collected from your hotel in Banff and ends
with a visit to the Columbia Icefields and Athabasca Glacier.

Adult €48
Child €24

Discover Lake Louise & Moraine Lake Tour
Banff — Stunning emerald-coloured lakes are like London buses on
this tour which includes a visit to, not one but two, amazingly
photogenic lakes.

Adult €62
Child €31

Cowboy Horseback Cookout
Banff — Budding cowboys and cowgirls will have the time of their
lives on this unique experience which combines a horse or wagon
ride with a mouth-watering BBQ in the middle of the Rockies.

Adult €68
Child €52

Columbia Icefield Discovery & Glacier Adventure
Banff — Experience the amazing power of a glacier up close on this
exciting tour that highlights one of the most unique attractions in the
Canadian Rockies and includes a walk on the all-new Glacier Skywalk.

Adult €180
Child €92

Maligne Lake Cruise
Jasper — Discover the stunning mountain views, beautiful blue
waters and the world famous Spirit Island on this award-winning 1.5
hour Maligne Lake Cruise.

Adult
Adult £28
€62
Child
Child €31
£5

Jasper River Rafting
Jasper — One of Jasper's most impressive and popular winter tours,
the Maligne Canyon Ice Walk promises to be an unforgettable
experience.

Adult €62
Child €24

Maligne Valley Sightseeing & Boat Cruise
Jasper — The ideal introduction to Jasper, explore this charming
town and see some of the amazing surrounding sights before taking
a relaxing cruise on the absolutely stunning Maligne Lake.

Adult €109
Child €52

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY!
T&Cs: Subject to availability and cost change. From prices are shown, get in touch for live prices, more information and full terms and conditions.

